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1. Ar3sEmY 

There is a need for a dosim&er which covers the 
dose range of Kilorads to Megarads, can be built by 
rnzst laboratories and is easily operated. This paper 
describes such an equi&?nt which has been designed 
using the therrr0luminescent properties of beryllia. It 
is shm that sq samples of beryllia have an orange 
glcr;J curve at 280 C @ich is mre intense than the 
blue emission at 180 C which is normally used. The in- 
tensity and spectral emission properties have been 
used to design a do&mater based on a solid-state pho- 
todetection system. ‘J%e system was designed primarily 
for dostitry during terrestrial irradiation of elec- 
tronic components and equipment intended for satellite 
applications. A number of other dosinetry applications 
with similar requirements could also benefit frcm this 
develapoent , 

2. -ON 

There is a growing demand for the use of complex 
semiconductor devices in systems which are exposed to 
ionizing radiation. This demand poses new problems in 
the area of satellite design where, due to weight re- 
strictions, the si@e expediency of shielding cannot 
always provide the solutly?. At present, components 
based(~y m technology ard microwave transis- 
tors are kn~ to be extrertely radiation-sensitive 
and in practice these are tested on a routine basis. 
It is often necessary to irradiate an@ete equiprent 
boxes in order to determine the effect of cmnent 
sensitivity on system performance - especially in the 
case of microwave transistors where device/y$yit 
interactions are more difficult to predict . 

In the space radiation effects mty, Van de 
Graaf machines (0,s - 2 MeV electrons), gan-rtka emitters 
(e.g. Co-60) and X-ray (bremsstrahlung) are cmnly4) 
used for camponent and equipment level irradiations . 
D3simatry techniques for these applications are limi- 
ted if a reasonably wide range of curmlative doses is 
required. Ideallp, for space sirmlation work, a dosi- 
mater should cover the ranqe of 1 Krad (Si) to 1 Mrad 
(Si) and be small enough to place inside equipnt 
boxes to measure the radiation field which may be m3- 
dified by the surrounding equipment structure. Dosi- 
retry based on LiF thermoluminescent devices (TID’s) 
calibrated against ionisation chambers is the m0st 
carmonly used technique for this type of work. LiF 
TID’s were developed primarily for personnel dosime- 
try where doses in the region of m rads (H 0) to radT5) 
(H20) are encountered and relatively easil$ measured . 
There are several disadvantages associated with this 
technique which makes it difficult to use on a routine 
basis by operators outside the health physics field 
who have no specialized training in do&retry. These 
disadvantages are : 

(a) Need for specialized TLD “readers” -rising pho- 
tmltiplier tubes and hi 5 voltage pc~er supplies 
to “read” the glm curve 7) ; 

(b) Need for mlex post-reading annealing cycles (‘) 
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typically 1 hour heating to 400°C, cool&ng at a 
constant rate and 20 hour storage at 80 C; 

Above several hundred kilorads, LiF suffers radia- 
tion damage which reduces(SfS sensitivity conside- 
rably in subsequent uses typically by two 
thirds after 0.2 Mrad. 

Due to optical transparency and dose distribtion in 
the depth of the crystal, special correction fac- 
tors are required to a?qunt for photons with ener- 
gies less than 20 KeV . 

(e) Reproducibility between crystals is such that indi- 
vidual serialisation and data logging is necessary 
if dose accuracies of better than + 20% are re- 
quired. 

This paper describes a dosimeter which is based on 
the thexroluminescence of beryllia and eliminates rtPst 
of the above disadvantages. Since the dosirreter is ba- 
sed on a new glaw curve for baryllia, the latter will 
be describ& first before a detail description of the 
solid-state dosimeter itself is given. 

3. EERYLILIA~cuRvEs 

teriaYevf 
lia has been previously studied as a I!UJ ma- 
because of its greater sensitivity to ioni- 

zing radiation and(@ss complex annealing requirements 
caripmd with LiF . Past studies have not concentra- 

;ym~gg$yb? 
f the glow curve, but since the 
in the region of 350 nm, photo- 

multiplier Tu) “readers” similar to those developed 
for LiF have been used. The present authors have found 
that a number of beryllia samples exhibit a higher tem- 
perature peak which is rare intense than the blue peak 
and, being orange, has the added advantage of being 
more easily detectable. Figure 1 shcws glow cures for 
two beryllia samples which wzre irradiated with X-rays, 
one sho.&ng the “normal“ blue peak, the other blue and 
orange peaks. 

Fig 1. Relative intensities of glow peaks of 
beryllia discs after exposure to 50 Krad X-ray. 
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Both samples were beryllia discs normally used as heat 
sinks on micrmave peer transistors ti the glm cur- 
ves were measured on the equimt described in Sec- 
t ion 4. In a search for rrme orange samples , it was 
found that most showed at least one orange peak and 
one sample with two orange peaks was found, Of those 
with orange peaks only 5 out of 25 saqles pmvided 
the intensity requized for the sin@e read out system 
described. The heat sinks originated frcxn micrawave 
paJer transistors of Eurqean, U.S. and Japanese manu- 
facture and there was no a priorimethod(color,structu- 
re,etc.by which the glm curve could be determined. 

In addition to evaluating beryllia recovered frm 
microwave transistors, we purchased discs directly 
frm two bzxyllia manufacturers, one batch from Natio- 
nal Beqllia Coqmration (U.S. ) and two batches fran 
Consolidated Beryllium (U.K. ) , all three batches gave 
blue emission, 

Several beryllia sar@es having various emission 
characteristics frcm sinple blue to blue with intense 
orange were spectrographically analysed to see if im 
purities might be the cause of the orange peak. Fig. 2 
shows the results of the analysis together with the 
glm curve for each sarrple. 

ORANGE 
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Fig 2. Glow curves and results of mass 
spectrographic analysis of various beryllia 
samples. Sequence of elements repeats for each 
column. Trace elements not shown. 

It is apparent that no particular impuxity or cmbina- 
tion of impurities is responsible for the orange peak. 
Either it is due to a unique ccxnbination of scxrts of 
the trace inpurities or to trapping centers resulting 
fra manufacturing methods which my give rise to dif- 
ferent stresses in different samples. It has been sug- 
gested by previous authors that the blue peak which 
they studied may be due to an instrinsic defect in 

beryllia (‘). It has been iqossible to determine the 
basic cause of the orange glm curve, but, even with 
a limited supply of beryllia sqles to draw fran, a 
usable number of dosimter discs were found. Selection 
of samples is a simple matter of irradiating a batch 
of beryllia discs to about 500 Krads and observing 
the glow curve in a semi-darkened p when they are 
placed on a hot plate at about 350 C. 

It is possible that other workers may have used 
saqles with orange peaks but since normal ‘IW readers 
do not allaw visual access during read out, this peak 
could have been missed. In addition since beryllia is 
knmn to emit in the blue region of the spectmm, fil- 
ters and photanultiplier tubes with Sll phosphor are 
used which muld almost totally eliminate the orange 
peak. Figure 3 illustrates this point with a cmpari- 
son of the relative responses of the Sll phosphor and 
the silicon photcdetector used in the instnmnt des- 
cribed in the next Section. 
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Fig 3. Comparative response of photomultiplier 
Sll phosphor and silicon photodetector. 

4. DEscRlPI’ION OF READ-OUT ;E)(pIIFVlEXI 

The read-out equipnlent has been designed to ex- 
ploit the strong orange peak found in the flm curve 
of about 20% of the beryllia discs randomly sampled. 
One of the design aims of the equipxnt was to use, 
as far as possible, equiptmt normally available in an 
electronics laboratory. 

The read-out eguipnert is shmm schematically in 
Figure 4. 
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Fig 4. Schematic diagram of beryllia dosimeter 
read-out equipment. 
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The beryllia disc (5 rm diameter, 1.5 rmn thick) is 
placed on the 0.5 m thick steel heater strip through 
which is passed a current of 100 amps. frm the SCR 
qr sup@y . This current gives a heating rate of 
10 C set which has been found to be optimum for ex- 
citing an intense orahge peak and allowing a read-out 
cycle tim of about 1 minute. The light output fran 
the surface of the opaque beryllia is guided up a 
quartz light pipe and through an infra-red filter to 
the photodetector. Silicon photodetector diodes with 
integrated operational amplifiers have been success- 
fully used as a detection system but the present 
equiprrent uses a Tektronix 516 Solid State Photcmeter. 
Using an uncorrected probe type J6504 the J16 gives 
an analog output of 7 volts for tQe orange peak frm 
a beryllia disc exposed to 5 x 10 rads. The analog 
output of the J16 is fed to the Y axis of an X-Y re- 
corder with the heater strip th ermcouple driving the 
X axis to produce a glm curve. For routine dosimtry 
it is more convenient to take either the digital or 
analog output of the J16 andfeedit to a peak detec- 
tion and holding instrumnt. The heater, light pipe 
and photodetector assembly are mounted in a simple 
cmrcially available die-cast instrument box 
15 x 10 x 5 an, The front of the box is retained with 
spring latches which ensure adequate light tightness 
but allclw easy access for placing beryllia discs on 
the heater strip. 

5. CALIBRATION AND ACCURACY 

The eguilmant described in the previous section 
has been calibrated using a 150 kV brmsstrahlung 
X-ray source (tungsten reflection target 0.09 mn Al. 
HVL) . Figure 5 shms a typical calibration curve with 
the peak output from the detection systm as a fmc- 
tion of curmlative dose in rads (Si) . The X-ray source 
had been previously calibrated using LiF TID’s to be- 
1~ their damage threshold dose to establish the dose 
rate at various working distances. Calibrations for 
both blue and orange glow curve are shcxm in Figure 5 
and this demonstrates the difference in sensitivity 
for the two paaks. 
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Fig 5. Calibration curves for blue and orange 
peaks for beryllia discs exhibiting both peaks. 

These calibration cumes me found to be reproducible 
and did hot necessitate any more annealing than was 
proxided by the ‘read-out ’ cycle of heating to about 
350 C follmed by a natural cm1 dcxm to rcun teqxxa- 
ture. Ten successive exlxmxes of the same disc to the 
sane ncminal irradiation exposure gave a measured out- 

put within i 28, this being well within the reproduci- 
bility of the current-tima product for the X-ray sour- 
ce. At least 3 of the 5 discs were found to lie on the 
sane calibration curve within 2 5%, the other 2 were 
destructively analysed prior to establisimnt of the 
curve, The indications are that further discs present- 
ly being recovered frm transistors will also follm 
the calibration curve, Exposure of two discs to Co-60 
gamna radiation gave a measured output within 5% of 
each other and with 15% of the dose derived by calcu- 
lation by knowing the source strength. No significant 
fading of response has been noted after several days 
exposure to a nomal laboratory ambient, this is an 
advantageous feature of the orange peak which, lying 
at a high temperature, comas from a deep stable trap. 
Such a trap will also be free fran spurious response 
such as triboluminiscence. An experiment was carriti 
out using the beryllium windcm X-ray source and si- 
rrrultaneous exposure of beryllia discs and LiF TID’s 
covered by different thicknesses of aluminium to de- 
termine their energy dependence. Figure 6 shm that 
the relative cesponse for beryllia closely 
that reported for an air ionisation chamber 

f?ihr, 

LiF response is also shmn for warison puqxxes, 
the shape of this curve is almost certainly due to 
the previously rrenti~~~ energy dependence of LiF at 
1~ photon energies 
LiF response curve be++) 

In fact the true shape of the 
about 20 KeV is still very 

much under discussion . 

ADOlTlDNAL SHIELDING MM Al 

Fig 6. Relative response of ionization chamber, 
beryllia and LiF TLDlOO for X-ray exposure with 
aluminium shields. Ionization chamber results 
from Ref 10. 

6. COIKUJSIONS 

It has been shmm that many of U-E dosimztry pro- 
blems associated with terrestrial irradiation vi- 
mts can be overoom? by the use of a simple dosimeter 
with an easily realized solid state detection and read 
out system. 

This is the first reported identification and ex- 
ploitation of the high temperature orange peak in the 
beryllia glow curve, Using the orange peak for dosima- 
try allows the use of easily built read out equipment 
giving reproducible results over the range 1 Krad (Si) 
to 1 Mrad (Si) without the need for TLD annealing cy- 
cles and with no fading. There are gorxl indications 
that the response is hot very energy dependent betwsen 
10 KeV and 2 MeV and the system should lend itself to 
use in mtbination with space radiation experimants. 
There is presently great interest in the space radia- 
tion effects catmnity regarding the calibration and 
usage of industrial X-ray inspection equipment as a 
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source of ionising radiation (4) . Such eguipnent lends 
itself ell to this purpose but with its lm effec- 
tive energy requires small TLD’s exhibiting less ener- 
gy dependence than those currently available. The 
present beryllia dosimeter with its flatter energy 
response previously discussed should fill this need. 

One major disadvantage of the present system at the 
meant is that the basic cause for the glow curve used 
is unkncm. This situation is qu@ mn in the de- 
velopmnt of any new TL0 system and should not 
deter potential users since our findings indicate that 
suitable material exists in sufficient quantity a.hd 
can be easily selected. It is hopad that beryllia 
manufacturers my be in a better position to deter&he 
the basic reason frcm the effect and m forward with 
procedures to provide samples with consistent beha- 
vior . 
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